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Locked in

Andrew Gardner

Few medical students get the opportunity to experience a psychiatric intensive care unit (PICU) during their training. I had little idea
what to expect – my best guess was some very physically ill patients who also happened to be psychotic. For some reason, it never
crossed my mind it would be the nature of the patients’ psyche that would denote their place of institution. Perhaps this is because
as medical students, or even the social group from which we usually arise, we have little exposure to these extremes of mental
illness.

My naivety made my first impression of the ward all the more surreal: I could not quite grasp the point of it all. Most of the time
nurses just stood around with their patients, until every so often one of the patients ’kicked off’ and the nurses restrained each
available limb, administered sedating medication and escorted them into another, slightly more Spartan (de-escalation) room, until
they cooled down. Stern words were juxtaposed with reassurance. The doctors were hands off, directing changes in medication and
mostly suggesting patients’ management from afar. What were we actually doing here, if not just acting as childminders? Were these
patients even really ill? It took me until my fourth and final week to understand just how wrong my interpretation was. At first glance,
compassion is easy to miss in PICU.

I have learnt that a great majority of psychiatry is about re-forging relationships; be it those between the ideas darting around a
patient’s mind or with the individuals around them. While doctors contribute diagnosis, prognosis and a leadership in such an
unpredictable spectrum of disease, it is primarily nurses who manage patients’ illness day to day. They constantly challenge and
redirect misaligned thoughts, the effect of which pharmacology can usually only serve to dampen or numb. As medical students
our only true requirement is to observe, interview and present patients for exam practice and our own psychiatric curiosity: a
shadow of our future role. Yet, a nursing student is expected to act as if they were a nurse, with full-time responsibilities. This
difference undermines an education in the interdisciplinary nature of psychiatry. As a student, without immersion in the constant
dialogue of patient care, the subtlety of psychiatry is lost.

Psychiatry is a specialty which must embrace multidisciplinary care and champion it for the National Health Service. Interdisciplinary
teamwork should also be reflected in student training, a move which will serve to degrade the old barriers of tribalism, which are
often still evident in healthcare today. For example, each medical student could be attached to a nurse mentor and should be en-
couraged, if not compelled, to contribute towards patient care. Without a proper understanding of how to manage psychiatric illness,
if not now, then how as an F1 in A&E? I went into PICU wanting psychiatry to have simple solutions, which in my mind involved var-
ious coloured pills targeting well-defined disease. Now I realise, perhaps that’s not as easy as it seems.
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